DRESS CODE
Buffalo Seminary does not require a uniform. The SEM dress code exists to allow students
freedom to express their individual style while also acknowledging SEM as an academic
institution.
This year students are encouraged to wear clothing which allows for easy mobility. If the
weather permits, we will go outside for classes, physical instruction, and lunch. Locker and
dressing rooms will not be used due to COVID regulations. We are allowing students to wear
athletic shorts and sneakers so they can move easily throughout the entire school day.
It is the responsibility of each student and her guardian(s) to check her attire before leaving
for school. As a community, we strive to dress in a manner which supports a positive learning
environment for all. Student attire will be checked each morning by their homeroom teacher.
Dress Code Quick Reference Chart:
Not Permitted
●

Clothing and outerwear that advocates for a specific political position, references
illegal drugs, alcohol, or violence, or contains obscenity or hate speech
● Soiled, ripped, or torn clothing
● Tops with words, graphics, images, or logos, on front or back, except SEM gear
● Visible undergarments, except for straps
● Strapless tops and dresses without a sweater or cardigan
● Tops that reveal a student’s midriff
● Dresses/skirts/shorts less than fingertip length
● Sweatpants and track pants
● Leggings that are see-through or have words or logos on them.
• Leggings must be heavyweight and worn with a top that is at least thigh
length, including SEM gear
● Blue denim jeans
● Blankets or Pajamas
● Hats, beanies, caps, hoods (except with special medical or religious
accommodation)
● Facial jewelry other than earrings and a single nose piercing
● Flip-flops, slippers, pool deck/shower shoes
Permitted Only on Fridays and as Announced
● Tops with words, graphics, images, or logos on them
● Blue denim jeans (free of rips and tears)
● Hats, caps, or beanies

